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Abstract. Natural systems provide unique examples of computation in a form
very different from contemporary computer architectures. Biology also
demonstrates capabilities such as adaptation, self-repair and self-organisation
that are becoming increasingly desirable for our technology. To address these
issues a new computer model and architecture with natural characteristics is
presented. Systemic computation is Turing Complete; it is designed to support
biological algorithms such as neural networks, evolutionary algorithms and
models of development, and shares the desirable capabilities of biology not
found in conventional architectures. Systemic computation may also be
implemented using natural systems, enabling the potential for future
computational analysis and control of biology.
Keywords: Systemics, bio-inspired computation, unconventional computation,
novel computation.

1 Introduction
While the theory of computation is well understood through the concept of the
Universal Turing Machine (UTM) [1], practical issues of architecture remain
problematical for computer science and computer-based technologies. Foremost of
these issues is (i) the apparent dichotomy between systems of “natural computation”
such as the brain, and computer systems based on classical designs and (ii) the need to
control and enhance reliability of increasingly complex systems [2,3]. This work
describes a computer architecture, based on a model of computation in natural
systems, which addresses both issues.
Biological systems are of great interest to computer science as examples of highly
complex self-organising systems that perform tasks in parallel with no centralised
method of control. One reason for the increasing interest in biology is the progression
of computer technology. Computers are becoming smaller, cheaper, more
interconnected and ubiquitous [4], as the impact of the Internet grows year by year.
Predictions of the logical extension to the Internet – wireless dynamic networks of
computers in almost every device around us – look set to become reality in a decade

[5]. Advances such as speckled computing [6] may enable “spray on” computer
coatings. The technology of computation is increasingly becoming more parallel,
decentralised and distributed – it may one day be as pervasive and widespread in our
environments as biology. Yet, such trends towards distributed and ubiquitous
computing come at the cost of control and reliability. While hugely complex
computational systems will soon be feasible, their organisation and management is
still the subject of research [7].
There have been alternative views of computation since its conception. Cellular
automata have proven themselves to be a valuable approach to emergent, distributed
computation [8, 9]. Generalisations such as constrained generating procedures and
collision-based computing provide new ways to design and analyse emergent
computational phenomena [10, 11]. Indeed it is clear that von Neumann – the
architect of today’s conventional computer architecture – believed that alternative
architectures for computation were likely to be valuable as can be seen by his final
works on self-organising and reliable automata and “organisms” [12-14]. Bio-inspired
grammars [15] and bio-inspired algorithms introduced notions of homeostasis [16]
(for example in artificial immune systems [3]), fault-tolerance (as seen in embryonic
hardware [17]) and parallel stochastic learning, (for example in swarm intelligence
and genetic algorithms [18]). Alternative models such as analogue or pulse computers
may even show potential for so-called “Super-Turing Computation” [19] (e.g., they
could solve problems in a lower time complexity than Turing machines, or work with
irrational numbers with the same efficiency that a finite Turing machine works with
rational numbers).
Ubiquitous computing may enable computation anywhere, and bio-inspired models
may enable improved capabilities such as reliability and fault-tolerance, but there has
been no coherent architecture which combines both technologies. Indeed, these
technologies appear incompatible – the computational overhead of most bio-inspired
methods is prohibitive for the limited capabilities of ubiquitous devices. Indeed, in the
related area of computational modelling and analysis for the biosciences, we are
finding that even our supercomputers struggle to model or analyse biological
behaviour – Moore’s Law cannot keep up with the data produced by advances in
DNA synthesis and sequencing productivity [20].
This failure of modern computers to model or mimic biological processes is not
surprising when one examines the origins of the computer. Conventional computation
was built using principles of engineering. The early designs of computer by pioneers
such as von Neumann comprised four logical elements: the Central Arithmetical unit
(CA), the Central Control unit (CU), the Memory (M), and Input/Output devices (IO)
[21]. Although intended as a high-level abstraction, its separation of functionality was
based on the technology of the day, and constructed such that each element could be
performed by a human (in much the same way that a factory production-line is
decomposed into separate jobs, each performed either by machine or by hand) [14].
Yet despite the 1940s design, the separation of functionality and serial, linear,
synchronous architecture persists to the present day – an arbitrary design constraint
inherited by almost every computer in the world. It has affected all design decisions
since – “parallel software” is nothing more than a simulation of parallelism, operating
systems must waste processor time with system calls and resource allocation,
processor speedups must rely on instruction predictions or fast memory caches.

Without biology, we might be content to stay with the von Neumann architecture,
but the study of living systems has taught us that biology seems to perform far
superior computation (or at least something that is equivalent to computation) and that
it does it using radically different architectures to ours [2,3].

Table 1 Features of conventional vs natural computation
Conventional
Deterministic
Synchronous
Serial
Heterostatic
Batch
Brittle
Fault intolerent
Human-reliant
Limited
Centralised
Precise
Isolated
Linear causality
Simple

Natural
Stochastic
Asynchronous
Parallel
Homoestatic
Continuous
Robust
Fault tolerant
Autonomous
Open-ended
Distributed
Approximate
Embodied
Circular causality
Complex

An analysis of parameters that can be used to measure the operation of a
computational system shows natural systems and conventional computing at opposite
ends of a spectrum, see table 1. The lack of similarity between natural and
conventional computing systems helps explain the practical compatibility problems
between natural systems and classical computers. It is theoretically possible for any
Turing Complete system to mimic any other such system [1,22], so a proof that a
biological system is Turing Complete would imply that it could be simulated by any
computer, and also that it could simulate the function of any computer. However,
practical constraints such as speed (caused, for example, by lack of parallelism and
linear architectures) can sometimes make the theory irrelevant. Just as it is ludicrous
to use a real ant colony to model every operation of a modern supercomputer, it is
ludicrous for a modern supercomputer to model every operation of an ant colony. The
two systems of computation may be mathematically equivalent at a certain level of
abstraction, but they are practically so dissimilar that they become incompatible.
It is thus logical to suggest that when it is desirable to have a system of
computation that has biological characteristics, a computer architecture with
biological features, such as those listed in the right hand column of table 1, is more
appropriate. We need an alternative notion of computation that has at its heart ideas of
parallelism, stochasticity and asynchrony. This work proposes a model to achieve
this, based on ideas of systemics. While it can hardly be claimed to be a final solution,
it is a suggestion of necessary features for a future-proof form of computation that
will enable growth in key areas for the next few decades.

2 Bi-graph Computing
The field of novel or unconventional computation focuses on understanding and
exploiting notions of computation in physical, chemical, and other natural systems,
sometimes (arguably) at the expense of mathematical rigour. While systemic
computation is motivated by the same ambitions of “natural computation”, it can also
be seen to be equivalent to (or rewritable as) the rigorously defined form of
concurrent computation known as bigraphs. It also shares a graphical notation similar
to bigraphs.
Initial work in this area began in 1979, when an attempt to formalise mobility
amongst processes algebraically known as the Calculus of Communicating Systems,
was shown to be a failure [23]. This led to the creation of π-calculus, a (now
extensively explored) calculus based on notions of processes and named links or
channels between processes [23]. As a mobile process algebra, π-calculus goes
beyond λ-calculus and enables notions of concurrency and cost to be modeled.
Bi-graphs were then created as a graphical model to provide a theory common to
different process calculi by exploiting topographical ideas pervasive in such calculi,
and have now been shown to inform π-calculus, mobile ambients and Petri nets [24].

Fig. 1 Milner’s bigraphs, reproduced with permission from [24]
Fig. 1 illustrates Milner’s bigraphs. Bigraphs are graphs with a double structure,
representing locality and connectivity. The ovals and circles are nodes, which may be
nested. Links (shown by the “wires”) may join nodes or other links, such that when
operations are performed, e.g. insertion of a subgraph into a host graph, the links are
joined in a way that does not depend on the placing [24].
As will become evident in the next section, systemic computation can be regarded
as a form of bigraph model1. Although the origins of systemic computation come
from studies of natural systems, each system may be viewed as equivalent to an
asynchronous bigraph node, and schemata may be viewed as dynamic links between
nodes. Because of this, systemic computation may be rewritten in bigraph form (and
also may benefit from expression in π-calculus) for future theoretical investigations.
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And some useful systemic computation transformation functions resemble those widely used
in membrane computing and brane calculus [38].

3 Systemic Computation
“Systemics” is a world-view where traditional reductionist approaches are
supplemented by holistic, system-level analysis. Instead of relying on a notion of
compartmentalising a natural system into components, analysing each in isolation,
and then attempting to fit the pieces into a larger jigsaw, a systemic approach would
recognise that each component may be intricately entwined with the other
components and would attempt to analyse the interplay between components and their
environment at many different levels of abstractions [25]. For example, a reductionist
analysis of the immune system might reach very specific conclusions about the effect
of certain stimuli on certain cells (e.g., freezing of cells in culture, which causes
necrosis). A systemic approach might recognise that the real immune system would
never encounter such stimuli in isolation (cold temperatures cause many important
physiological effects in the body which would change the environment of the cells),
and thus the results may be inaccurate or irrelevant.
“Systemic computation” is a method of computation proposed here, which uses the
systemics world-view and incorporates all of the attributes of natural computation
listed in table 1. Instead of the traditional centralised view of computation, here all
computation is distributed. There is no separation of data and code, or functionality
into memory, ALU, and I/O. Everything in systemic computation is composed of
systems, which may not be destroyed, but may transform each other through their
interactions, akin to collision-based computing [26]. Two systems2 interact in the
context of a third system, which defines the result of their interaction. This is intended
to mirror all conceivable natural processes, e.g:
• molecular interactions (two molecules interact according to their shape,
within a specific molecular and physical environment)
• cellular interactions (intercellular communication and physical forces
imposed between two cells occurs in the context of a specific cellular
environment)
• individual interactions (evolution relies on two individuals interacting at the
right time and context, both to create offspring and to cause selection
pressure through death)
Systems have some form of “shape”3 that determines which other systems they can
interact with, and the nature of that interaction. The “shape” of a contextual system
affects the result of the interaction between systems in its context. Fig.2 illustrates this
concept: the resultant transformation of two interacting systems is dependent on the
context in which that interaction takes place. A different context will produce a
different transformation. Since everything in systemic computation is a system,
context must be defined by a system.

2

The current model focuses on the interaction of two systems at any specific time t, in order to
simplify analysis and implementation; this uses the notion that n-ary interactions are
reducible to n-1 combined binary interactions; nevertheless, it is recognised that future
models may need to incorporate n-ary systemic interactions for practical reasons.
3
Where “shape” means distinguishing properties and attributes and may encompass anything
from morphology to spatial position.

Fig 2. Two systems S1 and S2 interacting (colliding, in this example). The systems have
properties of size, shape, composition, position and velocity, some or all of which will be
transformed as a result of the interaction. The transformation is dependent on the context in
which the interaction takes place; here the context includes gravity, friction, elasticity, inertia,
temperature and space-time. With a different context, the interaction will have a different
resultant transformation.

In order to represent these notions computationally, the notions of schemata and
transformation functions are used. The “shape” of a system in this model is the
combination of schemata and function, so specific regions of that “shape” determine
the meaning and effect of the system when behaving as a context or interacting. Thus,
each system comprises three elements: two schemata that define the possible systems
that may interact in the context of the current system4, and the transformation
function, which defines how the two interacting systems will be transformed, fig.3
(A). This behaviour enables more realistic modelling of natural processes, where all
behaviour emerges through the interaction and transformation of components in a
given context, fig. 3 (B)5. It incorporates the idea of circular causality (e.g., ‘A’ may
affect ‘B’ and simultaneously ‘B’ may affect ‘A’) instead of the linear causality
inherent in traditional computation [28]. Such ideas are vital for accurate
computational models of biology and yet currently are largely ignored. Circular
causality is the norm for biological systems. For example, consider two plants
growing next to each other, the leaves of each affecting the growth of the leaves of the
other at the same time; in the interaction of any two systems there is always some
effect to both systems.
Systemic computation also exploits the concept of scope. In all interacting systems
in the natural world, interactions have a limited range or scope, beyond which two
systems can no longer interact (for example, binding forces of atoms, chemical
gradients of proteins, physical distance between physically interacting individuals). In
cellular automata this is defined by a fixed number of neighbours for each cell. Here,
the idea is made more flexible and realistic by enabling the scope of interactions to be
defined and altered by another system.
4
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Akin to dynamic bigraph links [a].
Akin to the views of Varela [16,27].
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Fig.3. Systemic Computing relies on the concept of a system to perform all computation.
A system comprises three elements: two schemata and a transformation function.
Systems may be defined in memory as strings; they are graphically depicted as a circle
surrounding the transformation function, with two “cups” or receptors representing the
two schemata (A). The two schemata of a system define which other systems may match
and hence be affected by this system. The transformation function of a system defines
how two schemata-matching systems are changed when they interact with each other in
the context of this system; arrows indicate transformed systems at time t+1 (B). A system
may be pushed inside the scope of a second system through interaction with it (C). A
system within the scope of a larger system may be pushed outside that scope through
interaction with another system (D). Computation occurs by transforming input from the
environment into systems, which interact with “organism” systems (equivalent to
software or hardware) and potentially each other to produce new systems that provide
output by stimulating or altering the environment (E). Most computation requires more
structured systems enabling the equivalent of modules, subroutines, recursion and
looping. Most or all systems may be active and capable of enabling interactions. Note the
similarity between a typical systemic computation with the structure of biological
systems such as the cell (F).

As fig. 3 (C) and (D) illustrate, interactions between two systems may result in one
system being placed within the scope of another (akin to the pino membrane
computing operation [38]), or being removed from the scope of another (akin to the
exo membrane computing operation [38]). So just as two systems interact according
to (in the context of) a third system, so their ability to interact is defined by the scope

they are all in (defined by a fourth system6). Scope is designed to be infinitely
recursive so systems may contain systems containing systems and so on. Scopes may
overlap or have fuzzy boundaries; any systems can be wholly or partially contained
within the scopes of any other systems. Scope also makes this form of computation
tractable by reducing the number of interactions possible between systems to those in
the same scope.
Fig. 3 (E) illustrates an idealised view of a computation using this approach. The
environment (or problem, or user) affects the overall system by modifying a series of
systems. These are transformed by the program (a previously defined pool of systems)
which then affect the environment through transducers. The separation into layers is
shown purely for clarity – in reality most systemic computation forms a complex
interwoven structure made from systems that affect and are affected by their
environment. This resembles a molecule, a cell, an organism or a population,
depending on the level of abstraction used in the model. Fig. 3 (F) shows a more
realistic organisation of a systemic computation, showing the use of structure enabled
by scopes.

4 Implementation
The underlying motivations of this work are to produce a practical architecture
suitable for use as a real computer (not a theoretical analysis akin to bigraphs or brane
calculus, despite the surface similarities). To this end, a systemic computation
simulation has been created for this work, including the creation of a virtual
architecture, instruction set, machine code and corresponding assembly language with
compiler. These enable systemic computation programs to be simulated using
conventional computer processors. Four implementation-specific features enable
systemic computers to be tailored to a given application:
(i)
the word-length / coding method,
(ii)
the transformation function set / schemata matching method
(iii)
the order of system interactions and
(iv)
the scope definition method.
In the implementation described here, (i) schemata and transformation functions
are defined by strings of 16 characters of alphabet 29, resulting in each system being
48 characters long;7 (ii) some thirty transformation functions have been implemented,
using partial matching against thresholds; (iii) system interactions occur randomly
except where a system is changed, in which case changed systems are chosen for
subsequent interaction first; (iv) scopes are held globally in a system scope table.
In more detail: integers were coded using pure binary coding. A wildcard (defined
by any character not a 1 or 0) enables the schemata of systems to define partial
matches. Triplets of system string characters were coded using ASCII values 96 to
6

The separation of context and scope is not essential, although it improves programmability;
the model also supports one system acting as both scope and context for the same interacting
systems. Indeed, scope can be regarded as another aspect of context, and context as another
aspect of scope.
7
The word-length is user-definable; here 16 characters was chosen.

122 (characters: ` to z), fig 4. In this way a 16-character schemata string was used to
define a 48-character system, enabling each system to define the two (types of)
systems it could transform with complete precision. Two matching threshold values
enabled the accuracy of the required match to be defined, with a NOT operator
inverting the matching requirements (i.e., systems had to match the schemata
correctly for the function not to be carried out). Scopes were implemented globally in
a scope table with column entries defining which of the systems were contained
within the systems listed in the rows, fig 4. The numeric value of each entry defined
the degree of membership of each system in the parent, enabling partial or fuzzy
membership. Hamming distance [29] was used to calculate the difference between
schemata and systems, and compared against the function threshold values.

schemata code table
Code
value
0
000
'
000
A
001
B
00?
C
010
D
011
E
01?
f
0?0
g
0?1
h
0??
i
100
j
101
k
10?
l
110
M
111

code
n
o
p
q
r
s
t
u
v
w
x
y
z
1

value
11?
1?0
1?1
1??
?00
?01
?0?
?10
?11
?1?
??0
??1
???
111

transformation function table
bits
Meaning
0..6
function identifier
7..10
schemata 1 matching threshold
11..14
schemata 2 matching threshold
15
NOT
scope table
System
1
2
3
4

1
0
0
1
1

2
0
0
0
0

3
0
0.5
0
0

4
0
0
0
0

Where ? means “don’t care”.

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of one system with function “ADD” (top). Method of coding
used in systems to enable two 16-character schemata to define 48-character systems to be
matched, and to enable one 16-character transformation function to define function, matching
thresholds and NOT operator (middle). Schemata code table (bottom left) defines the codes
used in schemata, the transformation function table (middle right) gives the meaning of the 16bit number. A scope table is given (bottom right), indicating non-fuzzy scopes where systems 3
and 4 are completely within system 1, and fuzzy scope where system 2 is half within system 3.

The procedure determining the order in which system interactions takes place in a
systemic computer is equivalent to the fetch-execute cycle of a conventional
computer. In this implementation, interaction order is random (context and two

interacting systems determined by pseudo-random number generator seeded by
current time), with two exceptions:
1. when picking the parent system which contains the currently interacting
systems, only scope systems containing 3 or more systems are chosen; when
picking context systems, only those that define a function not equivalent to
NOP (no operation) are chosen.
2. any system changed by a function is added to a queue; if the queue is not
empty, the system at the front is picked with a higher probability as one of
the systems which may interact in the current cycle, with context and second
system being picked from within the same parent system.
The content-sensitive selection improves efficiency, ensuring that most context
systems will perform some transformation to the two interacting systems. The use of a
queue provides speedup when the same system is used more than once in a
computation, ensuring that changed systems are more likely to engage in subsequent
interactions, enabling a cascade or diffusion effect through all other computations that
may be required to the same system. Systems are held as a fixed numbered array in
memory; as systems are never lost, this array structure and order is never modified.
The use of a global scope table enables systems to be moved between scopes using
negligible computation time and zero change to system ordering in memory. (It is
likely that alternative implementations with scopes stored locally would be required
for ubiquitous computing or hardware with varying resources, however.)
The simulation was implemented in ANSI C on a PowerBook Macintosh G4. To
simplify programming, an assembly language and corresponding compiler was
created. Some 30 transformation functions have been implemented (e.g., arithmetic
and logical operations, and basic i/o).

5 Example program
Fig. 5 (A) to (C) illustrates the progression of a simple program which performs the
nested parallel calculation: PRINT((A1-A2)*(A3-A4)). Note that the subexpression
(A1-A2) is performed correctly (instead of A2-A1) because the schemata of the
“subtract” system must match the correct systems for the function to be carried out.
Fig. 5 (D) illustrates the same calculation defined using overlapping scopes to reduce
the total number of systems required. (Note that unlike traditional computer
approaches, a systemic computer does not add or remove items from memory.
Instead, it begins with every system it can support and enables all to interact and be
transformed where appropriate. Adding or removing memory or hardware would
simply have the effect of adding or removing resources, i.e., systems, that are
exploited automatically.)
Fig.6 provides the actual assembly language program and compiled machine code
for the same program, using the implementation described in the previous section.
The assembly language uses textual labels to simplify the specification of systems and
sections within systems. It also enables the programmer to define which
transformation functions should be used, and which codes should define them. Scopes
are defined by listing between braces in a simple set notation. The compiled code

provides the equivalent of an annotated memory dump of the systemic computer.
Future work will investigate the creation of high-level languages based on the
systemic computation architecture.
Finally, fig. 7 shows an example of the output of the executed program illustrated
in fig 5 and detailed in fig 6. More complex programs such as those illustrated in fig 8
have also been simulated successfully, full details available from the author on
request.
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Fig. 5. Systemic computation calculation of PRINT((A1-A2)*(A3-A4)). The initial systems
prior to calculation (A). Systems transformed by subtract-escape function ‘-e’ (executed
fragments shown in bold): PRINT((A1-A2)*(A3-A4)) (B). Systems transformed by multiply
function, prior to activation of PRINT function: PRINT((A1-A2)*(A3-A4)) (C). The same
calculation can b§e performed in different ways, for example, a more compact, functionally
equivalent arrangement of systems, sharing the subtract-escape function (D).

#systemic start
// define the functions
#function NOP
%b0000000000000000
#function ADD
%b1000000000000000
#function ADDe
%b0100000000000000
#function SUBTRACT %b1100000000000000
#function SUBTRACTe %b0010000000000000
#function MULT
%b1010000000000000
#function MULTe
%b0110000000000000
#function DIV
%b1110000000000000
#function DIVe
%b0001000000000000
#function AND
%b1101000000000000
#function OR
%b0011000000000000
#function EOR
%b1011000000000000
#function ZERO
%b0111000000000000
#function ESCAPE
%b1111000000000000
#function CAPTURE
%b0000100000000000
#function PRINT
%b1000100000000000
#function COPY
%b0100100000000000
#function ISZERO
%b1100100000000000
// define some useful labels
#label zero
%b0000000000000000
#label dontcare
%b????????????????
#label num1
%b1000000000000000
#label num2
%b0100000000000000
#label num3
%b1100000000000000
#label num4
%b0010000000000000
// the program begins here:
main (%d0 %d0 %d0)
c1 (%d255 %d255 %d255)
data1 (num1 %d0 %d10)
data2 (num2 %d0 %d5)
minus
([num1 zero dontcare]
SUBTRACTe(0,0) [num2 zero dontcare])
#scope c1
{
data1
data2
minus
}
c2 (%d255 %d255 %d255)
data3 (num1 %d0 %d16)
data4 (num2 %d0 %d4)
#scope c2
{
data3
data4
minus
}
times ([dontcare zero dontcare] MULT(0,0)
[dontcare zero dontcare])
output ([dontcare dontcare dontcare]
PRINT(0,0) [dontcare dontcare dontcare])
#scope main
{
c1
c2
times
output
}
#systemic end

// systemic computation code autogenerated by
assembler from /Users/Peter/My
programs/compilesc2/build/calculation1.sc
// number of functions
20
// number of systems
10
// scope table
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

// function definitions
NOP 0000000000000000
ADD 1000000000000000
ADDe 0100000000000000
SUBTRACT 1100000000000000
SUBTRACTe 0010000000000000
MULT 1010000000000000
MULTe 0110000000000000
DIV 1110000000000000
DIVe 0001000000000000
AND 1101000000000000
OR 0011000000000000
EOR 1011000000000000
ZERO 0111000000000000
ESCAPE 1111000000000000
CAPTURE 0000100000000000
PRINT 1000100000000000
COPY 0100100000000000
ISZERO 1100100000000000
// system definitions
0000000000000000 0000000000000000
1111111100000000 1111111100000000
1000000000000000 0000000000000000
0100000000000000 0000000000000000
i`````````bzzzzz 0010000000000000
1111111100000000 1111111100000000
1000000000000000 0000000000000000
0100000000000000 0000000000000000
zzzzzr````bzzzzz 1010000000000000
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 1000100000000000

0000000000000000
1111111100000000
0101000000000000
1010000000000000
c`````````bzzzzz
1111111100000000
0000100000000000
0010000000000000
zzzzzr````bzzzzz
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

Fig. 6. Assembly language for systemic computer; system definitions take the form: “textualidentifier ([schemata 1] transformation-function [schemata 2])” (left). Corresponding
compiled machine code (right)

<{-}>
scope: 5

queue: 2

iteration: 3

<{-}>
scope: 1

queue: 2

iteration: 13

PRINT:
1000000000000000 0000000000000000 0011000000000000
1111111100000000 1111111100000000 1111111100000000
scope: 0
queue: 0
iteration: 29
PRINT:
1000000000000000 0000000000000000 1010000000000000
1111111100000000 1111111100000000 1111111100000000
scope: 0
queue: 0
iteration: 35
*
scope: 0

queue: 2

iteration: 47

PRINT:
1000000000000000 0000000000000000 0011110000000000
1000000000000000 0000000000000000 1000000000000000
scope: 0
queue: 0
iteration: 55

Fig. 7. Sample output from the program in fig 5. The calculation computed was:
PRINT((data1-data2)*(data3-data4)) , where data1=10; data2=5; data3=16;
data4=4 . Note that the values are stored in the right-most word (right-hand schemata) of
systems used as variables, with identifiers stored in the left-most word (left-hand schemata).
Because systems collide randomly, the transformations may occur at different iteration
numbers each time in the simulator. In this example, the two subtract-escape transformations
occurred on iterations 3 and 13 (see fig 4B), and two PRINT transformations displayed the
results (printing systems: data1 and c1 on iteration 29, and data3 and c2 on iteration 35). The
MULT transformation occurred on iteration 47 (see fig 4C), and a final PRINT transformation
displayed the result (printing systems data1 and data3).

6 Systemic Computability
6.1 Other forms of computation
Simulation using traditional computers of models of biological systems or nonstandard architectures typically requires considerable numbers of processor
instructions. A systemic computer can implement such models and architectures using
very few instructions, often using scopes to organise systems into the desired
architecture. Fig. 8 (A) illustrates how overlapping scopes can define the spatial
neighbourhoods for a cellular automata algorithm. Fig. 8 (B) shows how overlapping
scopes which permit degrees of membership for systems enable fuzzy logic to be
implemented.
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Fig. 8. A cellular automata algorithm can be implemented using overlapping scopes to define
neighbourhoods (A). Fuzzy logic can be implemented by enabling systems to be partially
contained within the scopes of other overlapping systems (B). Models of reproduction and
development can be implemented by the use of a “split” function which consumes an internal
system in order to split the parent system into two, dividing the internal systems as it does so.
Copies of internal systems should be made before parent systems are split, enabling the
sharing of identical internal systems. Mistakes in the copying process (mutations) will drive
evolutionary change (C). Neural networks can be implemented by defining connected nodes
to be within shared scopes (D). An evolutionary algorithm can be implemented by parent
systems constructing gamete systems using the split function, releasing them using the
escape function and then combining one with the other to produce a new individual (E).

Fig. 8 (C) shows how the “split” function consumes an internal system in order to
split the parent system into two (akin to the drip membrane computing operation
[38]), enabling a dynamic restructuring of code and representation during
computation that mirrors cellular mitosis. Fig. 8 (D) illustrates how overlapping
scopes can define connections of a neural network. Fig. 8 (E) illustrates how an
evolutionary algorithm can be implemented which uses the split function to create
gametes that combine to form a new complex set of systems. These simple
transformation functions, combined with sufficient environmental systems enable
programs to consume spare resources, develop their own structures and maintain
themselves using a simple metabolism. The interactions of systems are designed to be
similar to gene-protein interactions, making the modelling of evolutionary, genetic
and developmental processes efficient and effective. Moreover, it is anticipated that
the duplication of systems, combined with experimentally observed evolutionary

effects such as canalisation [32] will provide graceful degradation and fault-tolerance
[33] in software and hardware based on this method.

Fig. 9. Systemic computation program defining a UTM based on cellular automa using rule
110. Overlapping scopes for all neighbours must be defined as illustrated for cell 5; a system is
used for each cell, holding a unique identifier number, the states for centre (C), left (L), right
(R), down (D), new (next state) and Boolean flags “ready” (TRUE when all four internal states
have been set, otherwise FALSE) and “last” (the system with largest identifier number is
TRUE, all others are FALSE). A single “status” system is used to define whether cells are
being updated or whether their old states are being swapped with their new states. Note the use
of enumerated systems with a counter to implement a linear fetch-execute cycle. Systems
“update”, “swap” and “copy” are shown combined for clarity; an implementation using simpler
functions would split all conditional statements amongst separate systems, reducing the entire
computation to a series of assignments and basic arithmetic operations.

6.2 Turing Completeness
Systemic computation can be trivially shown to be Turing Complete [1] by
demonstrating that a cellular automata algorithm running rule 110 [8,34] can be
implemented, see fig 9. The minimum Turing Complete systemic computer requires
interacting systems that can store information; interactions must be conditional on that

information and basic transformations equivalent to increment, decrement and copy
are required.
Although systemic computation and many natural systems are (or have the
capacity to be) Turing Complete, they naturally take the form of non-deterministic
Turing Machines (NTM)8 [35]. While any NTM can be transformed to a deterministic
Turing machine (DTM) and vice versa, practical implementations often have
significant penalties in speed9. This is one of the main reasons why there are severe
incompatibilities between conventional computers and natural systems, and is one
motivation behind the creation of the systemic computation model, which removes
this incompatibility.
6.3 Serial and Sequential Systemic Computation
The stochastic, parallel nature of systemic computation makes sequential, serial
computation more challenging. Fig. 10 (A) illustrates how the use of nested scopes
with instructions that enable transformed systems to escape their current scope enable
a linear calculation to be performed. The structured systems resemble the nested
structures seen in biological systems such as the cell, thus implying that natural
systems may use nested hierarchies in order to achieve sequential, serial functionality
despite the underlying architecture being stochastic and parallel.
The rule that systems cannot be destroyed, only transformed, results in many
consequences for systemic computation. Calculations will typically transform all
systems involved, but may exploit only a subset for the result, leaving “waste”
systems that may prevent the same calculation from being repeated. The concept of
subroutines can be exploited to achieve repeatable calculations, with systems used as
parameters or signals passed between two systems that act as subroutines, and
“waste” systems being expelled and consumed as “food” for subsequent calculations.
Thus, to achieve repeatable calculation, systemic computation resembles intercellular
signalling with metabolism, fig. 10 (B). This notion has been explored in the Avida
simulation, where processor cycles are treated as food for evolving machine code
“organisms” [30,31]. Here the concept is closer to biological systems – an “organism”
in systemic computation is literally composed of systems that it must consume from
its environment, and the activities of the “organism” (program) transform those
systems and produce waste, which may be subsequently consumed and transformed
by other “organisms”.

Systemic computation is a pseudo non-deterministic Turing Machine unless a non-pseudo
random number generator is used [36].
9
Quantifying exactly what the theoretical penalties should be forms the basis of the wellknown problem: “does P equal NP?” [37].
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Fig. 10. Systemic computation calculation of linear expression ((((A1-A2)*A3)+A4)/A5) (A).
Basic example of signalling (equivalent to parameter passing between subroutines) from system
“one” to system “two” (main system not shown), using the swap-escape function “swape” to
copy an internal parameter value to a signal and let it escape the parent scope, and using the
capture function “c” to capture the signal into a specific new scope; note the way systems must
be exchanged in a process akin to metabolism (B).

7 Discussion
The systemic computation model introduced in this article has arisen from a perceived
disparity between conventional computer architectures and models, and the widely
accepted, yet largely intuitive notion that natural systems perform computations.
This work argues that conventional architectures and models are simply bizarre
when viewed from the perspective of physics, chemistry and biology. The universe
does not resemble a von Neumann architecture. Nor does it operate in the same way
as a cellular automaton, genetic algorithm, fuzzy logic or neural network, despite the
imaginative efforts of some researchers to believe that it does. It is not easily
described by λ-calculus, π-calculus [23], bigraphs [24], brane calculus [38], Petri nets
[39], or the calculus of looping sequences [40]; and such descriptions do not provide
practical architectures ready for implementation as novel computers.

In contrast, systemic computation is designed to be a model of natural behaviour as
much as it is a model of computation. It builds a bridge between conventional
computer science and biology, physics and chemistry by suggesting:
• Everything is a system
• Systems may comprise or share other nested systems.
• Systems can be transformed but never destroyed
• Interaction between systems may cause transformation of those systems,
where the nature of that transformation is determined by a contextual
system.
• All systems can potentially act as context and affect the interactions of
other systems, and all systems can potentially interact in some context.
• The transformation of systems is constrained by the scope of systems.
• Computation is transformation.10
This article has taken these concepts and developed a model of computation around
them, using a graphical notation (in a similar manner to bigraphs) as illustration. This
is a practical model, which is compatible with membrane calculus and bigraphs, but
which has been used to create a working computer architecture, with a functioning
simulator complete with assembly language. It is anticipated that should a hardware
implementation of a systemic computer be produced, substantial gains in biological
modeling and bio-inspired algorithm efficiency will be produced.
While explorations of systemic computers are useful for computer science, the
field of computer science also can be used within the systemic computation
framework to inform biology.
Earlier, systemic computation using a simple set of transformation functions was
trivially shown to be Turing Complete. Systemic computation is designed to operate
using any systems (e.g. if the interactions have the same effect, then two molecules,
two dogs, or two planets interacting could perform the same calculation). It follows
from this result that if a set of biological systems that are functionally equivalent to
the set of Turing Complete systems can be identified, then that set of biological
systems will also be Turing Complete. Thus, to prove that any natural system is
Turing Complete, it must be shown to be capable of performing appropriate systemic
computations: i.e., systems must provide the equivalent of storage of information,
they must be transformed through their interactions and perform operations equivalent
to addition and subtraction, and they must use differential (conditional) matching.
Natural evolution appears to share all of these properties. It involves the storage of
information in genes, interactions between genomes are conditional on that
information (constraints imposed by speciation and sexual reproduction), genes may
be incremented (gene duplication) or removed (gene deletion) or copied
(reproduction). A formal proof would require an evolutionary system acting on
physical molecules to be used to implement the Turing Complete systemic computer,
but it is clear that natural evolution has the potential to be Turing Complete. This
10

Taking this view of computation, electronic computers provide a remarkably weak form of
computation as their transformations are often confined to local patterns of electron flows.
Biological systems are a much stronger form of computation as they are able to transform
significant varieties and quantities of other systems.

result implies that evolutionary change in some species may be equivalent to a
programmable computer.
Likewise, development and the immune system has the capacity to be Turing
Complete: information is stored in protein concentrations and positions and numbers
of cells, interactions are conditional on the type and quantity of proteins and cells,
concentrations/numbers may be incremented or decremented (via gene
activation/suppression and mitosis/apoptosis), or copied (mitosis). Equally, the brain
is capable of being Turing Complete: networks of neurons store information
chemically and physically (through dendrite growth and pruning), interactions
between neurons are conditional on that information, and transformations equivalent
to incrementing, decrementing (increases or decreases in neurotransmitters, dendrites,
and neurons) and copying occur. (A human brain can also simulate the Turing
Complete systemic computer directly through conscious thought, albeit slowly).11
Another outcome of systemic computation is the finding that achieving linear
computation by an asynchronous transformation system implies a nested, hierarchical
structure. In other words, the hierarchies so evident in nature may be computationally
essential. It seems plausible that the most efficient way to achieve the complex linear
conveyer-belt of computations (transformations) needed by the separate organelles of
cells, and the separate organs of the body may have dictated the heavily nested
structure found by evolution (e.g., fig 10A). Contrast this solution with the very
different organization required by the brain or immune system (e.g. fig 8D). To
achieve asynchronous, non-linear computation, biology does not need the same
deeply hierarchical structure.
Yet another outcome of this work is that repeatable systemic computations imply
metabolism and ecology. When computation arises through transformations of
systems, and those transformations can never delete systems, this generates (i) a need
for resources (new systems to transform) and (ii) a need to remove unwanted
remnants of transformations. Thus, the only way infinitely repeatable computation12 is
possible is to consume “food” and excrete “waste”, and to have some exchange
between the two in the wider environment, i.e. the waste of one program must be
recycled as the food of another. Self-replication is perhaps one of the simplest forms
of repeatable computations, and self-replicating systems in a systemic computer
would therefore necessarily require simple metabolisms and the formation of a simple
ecology in order for their behaviour to be maintained indefinitely. When the natural
world is viewed from the perspective of systemic computation, the distinction
between living systems and non-living systems becomes immediately clear: life is (or

11

There have been some claims that so-called Super-Turing Computation may be possible with
certain models of computation [19], however detailed critiques suggest that such models rely
on unimplementable features (e.g., infinite sensitivity in the Siegalman model [41]). Here it
is seen as more useful to suggest that some biological processes may be Turing Complete and
thus may be programmable and understood as computational devices, and not claim that
systemic computation is a Super-Turing machine, which it may or may not be.
12
Computation here means transformation of systems – where systems interact with no effect,
no computation takes place.

has the potential to be) an infinitely repeatable computation13, non-living systems (for
example, crystal growth14) are bounded or finitely repeated computations.
Finally, because notions of systems are central to systemic computation, it is
anticipated that this model of computation may, out of necessity, result in a definition
of a complex system. Systemic computation may provide a suitable language in which
to express the definition, for example, a complex system might be a main system
comprising a set of constituent systems whose interactions and functions are
determined by the interactions of internal systems within each constituent system.
However, such a definition is beyond the scope of this article

8

Conclusions

This article has introduced systemic computation – a model of computation with
characteristics similar to biological systems and processes, which elucidates methods
for modeling and programming biological systems and processes (both real and
artificial). The architecture of a computer based on this model was provided, with an
example implementation complete with assembly language and machine code.
Systemic computation was shown to be Turing Complete, and illustrations were
provided of how to implement various forms of calculation and computer models.
In addition to practical gains in computer capabilities, modeling and control, it is
anticipated that the formalization of biological processes in this framework may aid
analysis and in the future lead to an accepted definition and greater understanding of
complex systems.
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